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* On the very rare occasion that you wish to take your Subaru for a swim, we strongly advise against deep sea driving. While our All-Wheel Drive technology 
has been rigorously tested, it has not been designed to navigate apocalyptic wastelands, drive through alternative dimensions, or over slip ‘n’ slides. 

DELIVERS    
IN ALL     
       CONDITIONS

*

New Zealand. A country where the weather changes as quickly as the landscape. Where native forests surround untouched 

lakes and snow-capped mountains meet long, rugged beaches. But it’s no secret, that to get to these untouched spots you need 

the power and capability of All-Wheel Drive technology, which comes standard across the whole Subaru range. Giving you the 

confidence to go anywhere, in almost all conditions.*

To experience Subaru’s All-Wheel Drive for yourself, book a test drive at one of our showrooms today.
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SYMMETRICAL  
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
Given the roads Kiwi drivers have to contend with, 

our Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive system is an 

indispensable feature for getting around in NZ. 

The way it works is simple - as soon as your  

Subaru senses a loss of traction in any of the four 

wheels, it instantly transfers that power to the 

other wheels that still have grip, giving them the 

extra oomph to get you out of trouble. It happens 

so seamlessly you probably won’t even notice it, 

you’ll just feel that famous Subaru handling.

Delivering confidence & control  

Most cars only distribute power to two wheels, 

while Subaru’s All-Wheel Drive system delivers 

targeted power to all four wheels simultaneously, 

giving you twice the grip capacity.

Standard on all NZ new Subarus 

We believe in All-Wheel Drive so much that  

it comes standard in every new Subaru sold  

through our Authorised Subaru Centres. The way 

we see it, with NZ’s diverse conditions, anything  

less is sub-standard. 

Engineered for perfect balance 

Since 1973 our engineers have been perfecting 

a platform that is symmetrical, creating an innate 

sense of balance, with a lower centre of gravity,  

for greater stability around corners and a smoother 

power delivery. 

WHAT 
MAKES  
IT A  
SUBARU

On New Zealand roads  

we expect the unexpected. 

Whether that’s unexpected 

road surfaces, conditions, 

or the odd wayward sheep, 

every Subaru comes fully-

equipped to handle it. 

ELECTRIFICATION

Solterra is fitted with an e-Axle and lithium battery 

designed to be reliable and robust, as you would expect 

from Subaru. The battery technology and placement 

means the Subaru Solterra can boast the balance of a 

low centre of gravity for more control, better handling and 

a smoother driver. 

It is designed on a unique e-Subaru Global Platform. The 

BEV battery system features a cooling system to deliver 

both short and long-term performance benefits.

The Subaru Solterra has two electric motors producing 

160kW and an expected range of up to 485km (NEDC)*, 

enabling you to not only get out and explore the places 

you’d rather be, but taking care of it all at the same time.

SUBARU SAFETY 
SENSE
The Solterra is equipped with Subaru Safety 

Sense technology, which has been especially 

crafted to enhance its EV performance and build 

upon Subaru’s renowned advanced safety and 

driver support features. 

Using a combination of radar, cameras and clever 

computing that acts as your second pairs of eyes, 

it monitors the road and other road users ahead. 

It can do everything from recognising and help 

prevent potentially dangerous situations to making 

heavy traffic a bit less tedious.

• Pre-Collision Braking System

• Dynamic Radar Cruise Control

• Emergency Driving Stop System

• Emergency Steering Assist

• Lane Departure Alert 

• Lane Tracing Assist

• Low-Speed Acceleration Suppression

• Road Sign Assist & Speed Limiter

Subaru Safety Sense Features:

SCAN TO DISCOVER 

WHAT’S UNIQUE 

ABOUT SUBARU

*Figure based on NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) static laboratory combined average city and highway cycle test mandated by ADR 81/02. Range figure are laboratory 

test results only based on standardised testing conditions which measure, energy consumption and range. Actual real world range results will likely be less and to the extent 

that they are less will depend on a combination of factors including but not limited to load, traffic conditions, driving style, type of journey, vehicle configuration, battery age and 

condition, use of vehicle features (such as heating and air conditioning), as well as operating, environmental and climate conditions. It is for comparison purposes only and not 

intended to be give an accurate indication of what might be achieved in the real world.
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SMART KEY & REAR 
POWERED GATE
For ultimate convenience, the Solterra comes with 

a Smart Key that enables Push Button Start and 

keyless entry. Both models also feature a Rear 

Powered Tailgate – ideal when your hands are full. 

HEATED 

STEERING WHEEL 
It’s like a secret weapon against winter’s chill, 

ensuring that the only 

thing frosty is the 

landscape outside, 

not your fingers. Enjoy 

the luxury of a heated 

leather steering wheel 

so no adventures have 

to be put on ice.

SUBARU SAFETY
For us, safety isn’t optional, and it shouldn’t be  

for you either. That’s why we engineer every Subaru 

with the intention of achieving the highest safety 

rating possible.

SATELLITE NAVIGATION

The Solterra’s navigation system, with its 12.3” 

touchscreen, is your key to New Zealand’s vast 

landscapes, and helpful assistant for finding quicker 

routes in city traffic. 

Tailored for EV drivers, it features a range radar to 

show how far you can travel on your current charge, 

highlighting charging stations along your journey so 

you know exactly where to pitstop. 

The easy-to-use touchscreen is intuitive and ready to 

find the fastest route, or offers alternatives for those 

who want to take the long way home and enjoy the 

view. 

SUBARU  
VISION ASSIST

With driver warnings, extra camera angles, and 

clever features, Subaru Vision Assist gives you extra 

confidence whether it’s changing lanes, or parking in 

a tight spot. It features:

• Adaptive High Beam

• Blind Spot Monitor

• Panoramic 360 Degree View Monitor

• Parking Support Brake

• Rear Cross Traffic Alert

• Rear Parking Sensors 

• Safe Exit Assist

• Intelligent Park Assist (Touring only)

X-MODE

Activate this and your Subaru Solterra knows you 

mean business. It increases driving performance 

by reducing potential wheel spin on super slippery 

surfaces, steep inclines, and extra rough roads.  

When navigating steep declines, X-Mode also 

engages hill descent control. With Dual X-Mode, the 

deep SNOW/MUD option generates maximum grip 

more quickly, making it easier to move the vehicle in 

deep snow or mud.

CONNECTIVITY
While you’re out there enjoying the drive it pays to 

stay connected. Whether that’s to home, work, or 

just your favourite playlist, the Solterra’s infotainment 

system seamlessly enhances the driving experience.

Featuring a 12.3” tablet-like centre display, and 

Wireless Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™, you can 

make calls, send and receive messages, listen to 

music or podcasts, or get directions to get you back 

to civilisation. All hands free, and all right from the 

comfort of the driver’s seat.

DIGITAL REAR VIEW 
MIRROR
With the flip of a switch, your conventional rear-view 

mirror seamlessly transitions into a digital display. It’s 

like having eyes in the back of your head and helpful 

for when there’s a glare in the mirror or poor visibility.

WIRELESS QI 
CHARGER
Where convenience meets innovation. 

Simply place your compatible smartphone 

on the charging pad and let it do all the 

work, keep your device charged for the 

journey ahead.

SCAN TO DISCOVER 

WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT 

SUBARU SOLTERRA
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STANDARD  

FEATURES INCLUDE:

STANDARD  

FEATURES INCLUDE:

  All-Wheel Drive with X-MODE

  Two 80kW Electric Motors (front and rear)

  160kW of Power 

  Up to 485km Range (NEDC)*

  71.4kW Battery

  Built on the e-Subaru Global Platform 

  210mm of Ground Clearance

  Hill Descent Function 

  Subaru Safety Sense Technology:                            

Pre-Collision Braking, Driver Monitor 

Camera, Lane Departure Alert, All-Speed 

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control

  360° Surround-View Camera System

  Rear Reversing Camera

  18” Alloy Wheels

  Day Time Running Lights

  Smart Key & Push Button Start

  12.3” Touch Screen

  Wireless Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™

  Bluetooth and Voice Recognition 

  Cloth upholstery

  Rear Power Tailgate

  Safe Exit Assist

  All-Wheel Drive with X-MODE

  Two 80kW Electric Motors (front and rear)

  160kW of Power 

  Up to 485km Range (NEDC)*

  71.4kW Battery

  Built on the e-Subaru Global Platform 

  210mm of Ground Clearance

  Hill Descent Function 

  Subaru Safety Sense Technology:                            

Pre-Collision Braking, Driver Monitor 

Camera, Lane Departure Alert, All-Speed 

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control 

  Wireless Phone Charger 

  360° Surround-View Camera System

  Rear Reversing Camera

  20” Alloy Wheels 

  Day Time Running Lights

  Smart Key & Push Button Start

  12.3” Touch Screen

  Wireless Apple CarPlay™ & Android Auto™

  Bluetooth and Voice Recognition 

  Synthetic Leather Upholstery

  Intelligent Park Assist

  Rear Power Tailgate

  Two-Tone Harbour Mist Grey (Black Roof) or             

Two-Tone Platinum White (Black Roof) 

exterior option for an RRP of $85,990*

  Satellite Navigation

  Safe Exit Assist

  Advanced Park Assist

TOURING

*Figure based on NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) static laboratory combined average city and highway cycle test mandated by ADR 81/02. Range figure are laboratory test results only based on standardised testing conditions which measure, energy consumption and 

range. Actual real world range results will likely be less and to the extent that they are less will depend on a combination of factors including but not limited to load, traffic conditions, driving style, type of journey, vehicle configuration, battery age and condition, use of vehicle features 

(such as heating and air conditioning), as well as operating, environmental and climate conditions. It is for comparison purposes only and not intended to be give an accurate indication of what might be achieved in the real world.
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OPTIONSEXTERIOR COLOURS
All colours are available as at the time of printing, however available colours may change  

in the future. Always check with your Authorised Subaru Centre regarding colour availability  

of your selected model before purchase.

*Accessories shown in different Subaru model. Actual accessory will differ. Check with your local Authorised Subaru Centre. 

ACCESSORIES 
Your Subaru isn’t complete until you make it ‘your Subaru’. So pick  

the accessories that will make it perfectly equipped for your lifestyle.  

You can find more accessory options at subaru.co.nz/accessories

Towbar* 

Side Sill Plate

Rubber Mat Set

Rear Seat Back Protector

Cargo Tray 

Bootlip & Bumper protector

Platinum White Pearl Precious Metal

Harbour Mist GreyBlack

Emotional Red Dark Blue

INTERIORS

SUBARU SOLTERRA 
AWD TOURING 

Seat trim: Synthetic Leather Upholstery 

SUBARU SOLTERRA 
AWD 

Seat trim: Premium Cloth Upholstery
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SPECS SPECSMODEL1 Solterra Solterra Touring

TRANSMISSION

Single-speed automatic transmission (Reduction Gear) • •

ELECTRIC MOTOR

Front

Type                                                                                               
Permanent magnet 
synchronous motor

Permanent magnet 
synchronous motor

Maximum output                                                                               kW 80 80

Maximum torque                                                                               Nm 168.5 168.5

Rear

Type
Permanent magnet 
synchronous motor

Permanent magnet 
synchronous motor

Maximum output                                                                               kW 80 80

Maximum torque                                                                               Nm 168.5 168.5

Traction Battery

Type Li-ion Li-ion

Cell number 96 96

Voltage                                                                                                 V 355.2 355.2

Battery capacity                                                                              kWh 71.4 71.4

Battery Performance

Maximum charger output (DC charging)                                           kW 150 150

Maximum charger output (Single-phase AC charging) 7 7

Maximum charger output (3-phase AC charging) 11 11

Electric driving range (NEDC)2 485 485

Energy consumption (NEDC)2 141 141

Charge Function

AC charger maximum output Single Phase                                       kW 7 7

7kW AC Charge Time3 0% to 100%                                              Hours Approx. 9.5 Approx. 9.5

AC charger maximum output 3 Phase                                              kW 11 11

11kW AC Charge Time3 0% to 100%                                            Hours Approx. 6.5 Approx. 6.5

DC charger maximum output                                                           kW 150 150

150kW DC Charge Time3 20% to 80%                                          Mins Approx. 30 Approx. 30

Charging connector type      
AC (Type 2) / 
DC (CCS2)

AC (Type 2) / 
DC (CCS2)

STEERING

Type
Electric power-assisted 

rack-and-pinion
Electric power-assist-

ed rack-and-pinion

Minimum turning circle                                                                             m 11.2 11.2

SUSPENSION

Type                                                                                                     Front
MacPherson strut 
type suspension

MacPherson strut 
type suspension

                                                                                                             Rear
Double wishbone type 

suspension
Double wishbone 
type suspension

BRAKES

Type                                                                                                     Front     Ventilated disc brake Ventilated disc brake

                                                                                                             Rear Ventilated disc brake Ventilated disc brake

MODEL1 Solterra Solterra Touring

WHEELS AND TYRES

Tyres (width, profile, size, load index and speed rating) 235/60 R18 103H 235/50 R20 104V

Rim size 18x7.5J 20x7.5J

Wheels 18" 20"

Spare wheel                                                                                              m n/a (Puncture repair kit) n/a (Puncture repair kit)

MEASUREMENT

Overall length                                                                                            m 4690 4690

Overall width 1860 1860

Overall height 1650 1650

Wheelbase 2850 2850

Front track 1600 1600

Rear track 1610 1610

Minimum ground clearance4 212 212

Cargo volume - rear seat up/down 410 410

Tare mass5 2015 2060

Seating capacity 5 5

TOWING

With trailer brakes (max)6 750 750

Without trailer brakes (max)6 750 750

Maximum tow ball down load6 75 75

COLLISION AVOIDANCE

Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive (AWD) • •

Vehicle Dynamics Control system (VDC) featuring: • •

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) • •

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) • •

Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) • •

Brake Assist • •

Traction Control System (TCS) • •

Active Cornering Assist • •

Auto Vehicle Hold (AVH) • •

Electronic parking brake • •

Reverse camera • •

Vision Assist featuring: • •

Adaptive High-Beam System • •

Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) • •

Front Parking Sensors • •

Panoramic 360 Degree View Monitor • •

Parking Support Brake • •

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) • •

Rear parking sensors • •

      Safe Exit Assist • •

MODEL1 Solterra Solterra Touring

COLLISION PROTECTION

SRS7 airbags - dual front, dual front side, dual curtain and front seat centre • •

Height adjustable front seat headrests • •

Height adjustable rear seat headrests • •

CHILD SAFETY

Child seat anchor points (x3) • •

Rear door child locks • •

ISOFIX anchor points for 2 ISOFIX compliant child restraints • •

INTELLIGENT DRIVING DYNAMICS

Drive Mode • •

Eco • •

Power • •

Subaru Safety Sense featuring: • •

Dynamic Radar Cruise Control • •

Emergency Driving Stop System • •

Emergency Steering Assist • •

Lane Departure Alert • •

Lane Tracing Assist • •

Pre-Collision System • •

S Pedal Drive • •

X-Mode 2 mode 2 mode

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System • •

CHASSIS AND MECHANISM

Front and rear stabiliser • •

EXTERIOR

Body coloured door handles • •

Body coloured mirrors Black Black

Door mirrors: • •

Position memory •

Power-folding Auto-folding Auto-folding

Front wipers with de-icer • •

Panoramic glass sunroof •

Puncture repair kit • •

Rear door, rear quarter and rear windscreen glass Privacy Glass Privacy Glass

Rear spoiler • •

Reverse camera washer • •

Roof rails • •

Shark fin antenna • •

18" alloy wheels with wheel cap •

20" alloy wheels •

LIGHTING – EXTERIOR

Daytime Running Lights (DRL) LED LED

MODEL1 Solterra Solterra Touring

Front fog lights LED LED

Headlights - dusk-sensing • •

Headlights - self-levelling LED headlights with auto off • •

Puddle lamps - door mirror • •

Rear LED combination lights • •

LIGHTING – INTERIOR

Ambient lighting LED

AIR-CONDITIONING

Air-conditioning - dual zone climate control with rear vents • •

SECURITY

Immobiliser security system • •

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

Adjustable steering wheel - height and telescopic • •

Regeneration Mode Paddles • •

MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAYS

Multi-Information Display unit (MID) featuring: • •

7" LCD screen • •

STORAGE

Cargo hooks • •

Cargo tray • •

Cupholders - centre console and rear • •

Door pockets with integrated bottle holder - front and rear • •

Pull-out cargo area tie down points • •

Retractable cargo blind • •

CONVENIENCE

12V/120W power jack(s) 1 1

USB-C charge port - front centre console 2 2

USB-C charge port - rear passengers 2 2

Rain-sensing front windscreen wipers • •

Power mirrors and windows Front & rear window 
with auto function

Front & rear window 
with auto function

Power windows - all with AUTO function • •

Powered tailgate • •

Digital rear view mirror • •

Smart key and push-start ignition • •

Sunvisors - illuminated with vanity mirrors - driver and front passenger LED LED

INTERIOR TRIMS

Leather steering wheel • •

Heated steering wheel • •

Seat trim - cloth •

Seat trim - synthetic leather •

Seat trim colour - black • •
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1. Subaru of New Zealand reserves the right to change mechanical specification and equipment levels without notice. 2. Figure based on 

NEDC (New European Driving Cycle) static laboratory combined average city and highway cycle test mandated by ADR 81/02. Range figure 

are laboratory test results only based on standardised testing conditions which measure, energy consumption and range. Actual real world 

range results will likely be less and to the extent that they are less will depend on a combination of factors including but not limited to load, 

traffic conditions, driving style, type of journey, vehicle configuration, battery age and condition, use of vehicle features (such as heating and 

air conditioning), as well as operating, environmental and climate conditions. It is for comparison purposes only and not intended to be give an 

accurate indication of what might be achieved in the real world. 3. Charging times will vary depending on a variety of factors including, but not 

limited to, the output of the charger being used, starting battery charge, charging equipment, ambient temperature, battery state as well as 

the age of the battery at point of use. As a result of these factors, charging times may therefore vary significantly. Before charging your Subaru 

at home, consult with a licensed electrician to ensure your home electrical system can support the charging of your car. 4. Ground clearance 

at kerb weight. 5. Vehicle tare mass varies according to the types of optional equipment included. 6. Refer to Owner’s Manual for towing 

instructions. For further information, ask your local Authorised Subaru Centres. 7. SRS: Supplemental Restraint System. Effective when used 

in conjunction with seat belts. 8. Compatible Apple® or AndroidTM device required. 9. Harman Kardon® is a registered trademark of HARMAN 

International Industries, Incorporated. 10. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG Inc. System operation ability is subject to the 

Bluetooth® wireless technology specification of individual device. 11. There may be restrictions on features available for certain models that are 

not fully compliant with AVCRP. 12. Compatible Qi enabled and compliant device required. 13. (whichever comes first) is measured from the 

date of first registration 14. Additional warranty of five years / 100,000km (whichever comes first) applies to the Electrified parts limited to 

(Drive motor in eAxle) Inverter in PCU (Power Control Unit) DC/DC converter in ESU. Electrified parts (limited to Drive motor in eAxle Inverter in 

PCU (Power Control Unit) DC/DC converter in ESU (Electricity Supply Unit). 15. Additional warranty of 8 years/160,000km (whichever comes 

first*) applies to the high-voltage drive battery.

MODEL Solterra Solterra Touring

SEATING EXTRAS

60/40 split folding rear seats • •

8-way power seat - driver •

8-way power seat - front passenger •

8-way power seat with dual memory - driver •

Heated seats - driver and front passenger • •

Heated seats - rear outboard • •

Electric lumbar support - driver • •

Reclining rear seat • •

ENTERTAINMENT

Integrated infotainment system featuring: • •

Satellite navigation • •

AM/FM radio • •

Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto™ connectivity8 Wireless Wireless

6 speakers •

10 Harman Kardon® 9 speakers, subwoofer and amplifier •

12.3" touchscreen • •

Bluetooth®10 wireless technology with: • •

Handsfree mobile communication • •

Audio streaming11 • •

Voice command recognition • •

USB-A connection/s • •

Wireless Qi charger12 •

WARRANTY AND SERVICE

Three year/100,000km13 for the general vehicle • •

Five-year / 100,000km14 Electrified parts • •

Eight year /160,000km15 drive battery • •
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SUBARU.CO.NZ

©SUBARU OF NEW ZEALAND 

All rights reserved. 

Subaru reserves the right to vary vehicle specifications and standard features in New Zealand from those 

detailed in this brochure. Vehicles shown in this brochure may be fitted with accessories or may feature 

equipment that is not available on New Zealand-spec models. Please check with your local Authorised 

Subaru Centre. No part of this brochure can be reproduced without written permission from Subaru of  

New Zealand. Call: 0800 SUBARU (0800 782 278) or visit subaru.co.nz
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